Naming Convention

Files and folders have been named according to the following naming convention:

**KINx_3yz.gif**

- **x** = Number of kicker magnet (1...5)
- **y** = type of measurement:
  - i - magnetic field (relative to maximum field strength in magnet center)
  - L - difference of magnetic field between KINx and average from all five kicker magnets (relative to maximum field strength in magnet center)
- **z** = magnetic field direction (1...3)
  - 1 - main field (vertical direction, x-axis of the beam)
  - 2 - transversal field (horizontal, y-axis of the beam)
  - 3 - longitudinal field (parallel to beam, z-axis)

Other naming convention (used for folders)

**KINxBMaCb**

- **x** = Number of kicker magnet (1...5)
- **a** = Number of magnet (1...5, ferrites, conductor, etc.)
- **b** = Number of chamber (1...5)

Actual state (March 8, 2001)

- KIN1M5C6 - installed as ARIMA-KIN-1
- KIN2M1C4 - installed as ARIMA-KIN-2
- KIN3M4C1 - installed as ARIMA-KIN-3
- KIN4M3C3 - installed as ARIMA-KIN-4
- KIN5M2C2 - not installed, spare